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Richard Crawford, Named Video Host & Producer for
Eat Love Savor TV and Editor at Large at EAT LOVE
SAVOR Magazine
EAT LOVE SAVOR™ and publisher, Tunner Media Inc. is proud to announce their new
collaborative partnership with Richard Crawford Luxury and the addition of Richard Crawford to
its distinguished team of luxury experts.
Richard Crawford, luxury lifestyle interviewer, video producer
and host, joins the magazine as Editor-at-Large, bringing the
richness of luxury video. Crawford and his crew will provide an
interactive view of luxury brands, events, experiences and
locations, forming the perfect compliment to the intelligent
luxury lifestyle editorials of EAT LOVE SAVOR™. These
engaging videos will be seamlessly integrated into EAT LOVE
SAVOR™ editorials. And as an added bonus for the brands we
cover, EAT LOVE SAVOR™ will now offer a customized video
service, allowing clients to request tailored interactive media
showcasing their brands and events for broadcasting and sharing
across EAT LOVE SAVOR™ social media platforms, in the
magazine and online at www.eatlovesavor.com.
Richard Crawford Bio
A native Scotsman, Richard Crawford grew up with an innate respect for heritage and appreciation
for tradition. As a child, he became increasingly interested in culture and history and could often be
found at the local airport where he would sit for hours, fascinated by the travelers, captivated by
their sophistication and curious about their backgrounds. As an adult, Crawford relishes the
opportunity to travel and experience the world firsthand, and never misses an opportunity to share
his stories of adventures with others. In 2005, Crawford became the United States Ambassador to
The Glenlivet Single Malt Scotch Whisky, and his dream became a career.
www.richardcrawfordluxury.com
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